Brigantia Distribution - Cyber Security

Protect your business against 99% of security threats with 24/7 monitoring

The Endpoint Application
What is the CyberSmart application?
The CyberSmart endpoint application is a light-weight
piece of software that is installed on your clients’
devices, this includes, PC’s, laptops, mobiles and
tablets. The application covers operating systems such
as, Windows, Mac, IOS and Android.

What does the application do?
It monitors the five controls which make up the
framework of Cyber Essentials. It will report back to
your centralised portal every 15 minutes giving you
complete visibility of your clients’ devices and their
respective compliance.

Why should your clients have the
application?
Unfortunately, there is a common misconception as
to what Cyber Essentials actually is, it is thought that
it is just a certificate and something that only needs
attention once a year, at the point of certification. As
fantastic as this would be, it unfortunately is not the
case. Cyber Essentials is a framework, a framework that
is made up of five controls, without being able to ensure
these five controls are in place and working as often as
humanly possible, clients are not getting the benefit of
what Cyber Essentials represents - a framework that has
been proven to provide a protection rating of 99.3%.

Why should MSPs use the CyberSmart
application?
The answer to this is simple because it makes your life
easier. With the addition of the CyberSmart endpoint
application you will gain full visibility to your clients’
devices, software and their respective compliance
against the Cyber Essentials framework without having
to source this information yourself. You will also gain
access to full reporting tools, a notification centre, smart
policies and many more features to come in the near
future.

Why CyberSmart?
CyberSmart know cybersecurity and government
guidance better than most. After all, they were born
from a GCHQ accelerator.
CyberSmart’s expertise helps make the often complex
and expensive process of Cyber Essentials certification
quick, simple and painless.
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